Pursue a PhD whilst working

Our Industrial Fellowships provide outstanding graduates in science, engineering and medicine with significant funding towards their fees and salary, enabling them to conduct research within their current employment.

“It’s made me much more rounded — furthering my knowledge whilst giving me the industrial skills so important for career progression. It really is the best of both worlds”

Kaylie Smith, Industrial Fellow with Ketonex and the University of Oxford

“The Industrial Fellowship has been a fantastic opportunity. It has given me the freedom to take something that I was interested in researching and take it to the next level, whilst retaining a salary and strong tie to industry”

Jordan Conway, Industrial Fellow with SIRAKOSS and the University of Aberdeen

“The generous travel allowance has been invaluable, giving me the chance to build important international networks, attend conferences abroad, and secure further funding from global investors”

Steve Greenland, Industrial Fellow with Clyde Space and the University of Strathclyde

For information on how to apply visit royalcommission1851.org/wards/?award=industrial
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